P5i

HIGH-PERFORMANCE DYNAMIC VOCAL MICROPHONE FOR HARMAN CONNECTED PA

HIGHLIGHTS 6
Full compatibility with HARMAN PA systems
For fast setup and optimized sound

High feedback suppression with supercardioid polar pattern
For trouble-free use with on-stage monitoring

Integrated windscreen

For elimination of pops and wind noise

24-carat gold-plated XLR connector

For optimum conductivity and resistance to corrosion

Rugged wire-mesh cap and full metal body
To withstand every live performance

Includes stand adapter and zip bag
For daily use and easy transport

AKG P5i delivers powerful sound for lead vocals, with a supercardioid polar pattern that ensures utmost gain before feedback and suppresses
ambient noise—even on the loudest stages. P5i also features a heavy-duty metal body to withstand tough stage performances, and an
integrated windscreen that efficiently eliminates pop and wind noise. And best of all, the AKG P5i high-performance dynamic vocal microphone
automatically configures with the HARMAN Connected PA ecosystem, providing effortless set up, instant recall of performer and presets, and
great sound for musicians of all skill levels.

KEY MESSAGE 6
COMPATIBLE WITH HARMAN CONNECTED PA SYSTEMS

AKG P5i is the ideal microphone for musicians who want to spend less time setting up and more time focusing on their music. Unlike ordinary handheld live mics, AKG
P5i automatically recognizes and configures with the HARMAN Connected PA ecosystem of products to take the guesswork out of setting up and getting consistently
great sound. And with legendary AKG engineering and sound quality at its core, P5i brings out the best in any performance.

www.akg.com/pro

SELL SHEET

P5i

HIGH-PERFORMANCE DYNAMIC VOCAL MICROPHONE FOR HARMAN CONNECTED PA

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 6
GENERAL
Audio frequency bandwidth:
Sensitivity:
Electrical impedance:
Recommended load impedance:
Polar Pattern:

40–20000Hz
2.5mV/Pa
580 Ohms
2000 Ohms
Supercardioid

AUDIO OUTPUT
Type:
Gender:
Contacts:

Balanced XLR
Male
3-pin

DESIGN
Body:
Finish:

Metal
Black

DIMENSION/WEIGHT
Length:
Diameter:
Net Weight:

190mm
51mm
320g

ORDER SPECIFICATIONS 6
Box Dims (L X W X H):
		
7.8 in x 5.6 in x 2.6 in
0.7 lbs
Shipping Weight:		
Country of Origin:		
CN
SKU Name:		P5i
SKU Number:		3100H00300
EAN CODE:		
9002761040197
		
885038040194
UPC CODE:
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